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Details of Visit:

Author: ptr_leeds
Type of Visit: Outcall
Date and Time of Visit: Wed 31 Oct 2007 21:00
Duration of Visit: 1 hr
Amount Paid: 150
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Company: Lixies
Website: http://www.lixies.com/
Phone: 07939660660

The Premises:

my hotel, city centre, nice.

The Lady:

Jan appeared sophisticated, merry, and with a cute, sometimes wicked expression on her face.
She came dressed quite nicely, as a lady-on-a-fun-night-out. physically, she is an exciting
combination of a small frame with proper curves and she is surprisingly fit and strong. This Lady
has Strength and Stamina and it shows immediately in her posture and movements.
Did I mention "wicked" ? her face is very expressive, and she knows how to use it in
communication. She is a delight to have around you.

The Story:

Lixie had mentioned Jan was "New to the Job, but Experienced in Life". That is a very good
description. She is confident and at ease within the first few minutes. This girl is Assertive too.

New to the job she might be (indeed, judging from some of her questions), but not new to "Life" and
not new to entertaining men. She is Wicked. Sometimes a cheeky kitten and sometimes roaring
Tiger.
Always a Sex bomb.

As for "Experience", I predict this girl can soon teach the course!
She is an excellent communicator, listens and focuses completely on the partner, but will also subtly
(or sometimes not so subtly) let you know what she likes herself.
Pay attention to her guys: Inside that small, delicate, cute and posh looking girl hides a determined
Sex-Predator, ready to seize the opportunity to Satisfy and be satisfied. She will "read you", she
catches all the signals and knows how to interpret them. She may try to seize the initiative - She
can be wicked.
Trust her, and you can experience immense pleasure.

Posh as she appears, she is not a timewaster. And before I knew it I was inspecting a piercing in
great detail. That got us both properly excited and we lost no time in climbing and exploring the
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"plateau of Pleasure". She knows the way.
When she made me loose control I was first knackered, then surprised
it had all gone so quick. But this Lady is an excellent communicator. She did some great aftercare
and we decided that a 2nd round was preferable over sipping wine and nibbling cheese.
Besides, she is eager herself, and she has so many ideas that we will need to spent a considerable
amount of quality time together to go through them all.

We decided we might as well get on with it, so in we went again...
Posh Totty? Yes. But also a Total TIGER!

In our enthusiasm, we nearly overran on the clock (I now set my own alarm, have learned from
experience...). Jan has discipline: she offered the full GFE, right up to the last minute and she
seemed in no hurry whatsoever to leave. Her getting-dressed routine was not only efficient, but
quite sexy as well.

She avoided the question, but I suspect she has read up on Tantra and Yoga techniques.

Jan is made for this job. she can probably handle Any Bloke or Gentleman and those who pay
attention can learn a few trick still!
Strongly Recommended.
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